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EYFS: If it is your birthday and you share your sweets, you should share them with everyone, not 

just some people. 

EYFS: we can share toys at school, that is fair. 

Year 1: You need to treat people fairly to be kind to them. 

Year 1: The Jewish people had to be slaves and that wasn’t fair. 

Year 1: If people aren’t treated the same it’s not being fair.  Some people don’t have any money 

so we should get rich people to help charities. 

Year 2: Some of them have made me sad because one of them was about stereotypes and it’s 

not good having stereotypes. 

Year 2: Justice can be about kindness. 

Year 4: I think it is not about us but about other people. 

Year 4: Makes me think about other people who don’t have the same as us. 

Year 4:  Not everything in life is fair. 

Year 4: Makes you think about being fair. 

Year 6: I think Justice is important because we need to know how other people around the world 

are feeling and treated. 

Year 6: Justice is something everyone should have because it helps to live life fairly. You 

shouldn’t be treated differently for your appearance or anything else. 

Year 6: There is not justice everywhere in the world and we should try and make that happen. 

Year 6: I think we should treat everyone how we wish to be treated. 
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EYFS: If something isn’t fair then you might feel really sad. 

EYFS: Sharing is caring  

EYFS: When things are fair we feel happy and the other person feels happy too. 

Year 1: It makes me feel kind when people are kind to me.  I like to make things alright. 

Year 1: It makes me feel sad and happy.  If someone doesn’t have a home it is sad but I feel 

happy that they are helping others. 

Year 2: I feel happy because in the olden days people’s choices and things were different for 

boys and girls but now people can choose. 

Year 2: I feel like it is fair because if some people didn’t have the same I would feel sad. 

Year 2: I feel that it is unfair for some people, some people have lots of toys and a good life and 

some people don’t have as much or nice things 

Year 2: Justice makes me happy because it’s about lending a hand and making things fair. 

Year 4:  I feel that things need to be fair. 

Year 4: I feel that life is not easy. 

Year 4: It makes me feel good because good people have got justice. 

Year 4: It makes me feel like helping. 

Year 6: It makes me feel happy that everyone has the right to justice. 

Year 6: I feel disappointed in some people’s behaviour and attitude towards others that they 

don’t treat everyone fairly or remove the rights of others. 
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EYFS: we can share our toys 

EYFS: we can let people go first if we always go first and then we can go second. 

EYFS:  we could food to people who need it more. 

EYFS- when people are poorly and they don’t have any money we could give them money so 

they can get medicine and start to feel better. 

Year 1: I’m going to give money to help people who don’t have homes. 

Year 1: I am going to give the people I see in town who don’t have a home some food. 

Year 2: I would help someone if they’re really hot and bothered and frustrated and it’s nice to 

help people. 

Year 2: I would help someone and ask them to play with me if they get left out. 

Year 2: If someone fell over I would help them and if people were being mean i would stick up 

for the person who wasn’t doing anything. 

Year 2: If I saw someone sitting on the wall outside I would ask them what was wrong. 

Year 4: Try and be more fair. 

Year 4: Treat people how you want to be treated so it is fair. 

Year 4: I would ask people what they want to do in life and help them achieve. 

Year 4: Tell someone your thoughts and feelings so justice happens. 

Year 6: I will make sure that I think of others more often before myself. Rather than it is unfair 

on ‘me’. 

Year 6: I will treat everyone the way I want to be treated and ask for forgiveness if I do 

something unjust. 

Year 6: I will act differently. It needs to be actions and not just words. 

 

 

 


